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provide a fun and fast-paced environment that oﬀers work on a wide range of projects.
fun and fast-paced environment that oﬀers work on a wide range of projects.
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Job Function:
Job Function:
Oversee dozens of current branding client relationships by providing excellent
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compelling digital
communication
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positivity and
inspiringwebsites,
professionalism.
graphics, and inspiring print materials.
Provide stellar service while guiding our ministry-focused client base towards deeper levels
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quickly familiarize
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Skill Requirements:
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and
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Personal
HTML,Requirements:
CSS, photography, and/or video experience would be a plus.
Bachelors
Degree in Business, Marketing, or related (preferred).
Personal
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PositionsDetails:
Details:
Full-time
ofhours
8:30am-5:30pm
weekdays,weekdays.
with salaryPay
based
on on
experience.
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based
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To Apply:
Apply:
Learn about
and apply
at careers.artistrylabs.com.
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888.320.5278
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STRATEGIC TRANSFORMATION STARTS HERE.

